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Fast Molecular Compression by a Hyperthermal Collision
Gives Bond-Selective Mechanochemistry
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Using electrospray ion beam deposition, we collide the complex molecule Reichardt’s dye (C41 H30 NOþ )
at low, hyperthermal translational energy (2–50 eV) with a Cu(100) surface and image the outcome at
single-molecule level by scanning tunneling microscopy. We observe bond-selective reaction induced by
the translational kinetic energy. The collision impulse compresses the molecule and bends specific bonds,
prompting them to react selectively. This dynamics drives the system to seek thermally inaccessible reactive
pathways, since the compression timescale (subpicosecond) is much shorter than the thermalization
timescale (nanosecond), thereby yielding reaction products that are unobtainable thermally.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.056001

Chemistry is concerned with the manipulation of bonds
between atoms with the goal to use chemical reactions to
form desired substances. Achieving this goal requires an
understanding of how selectivity emerges. Chemical reactions that occur following molecule-surface collisions are,
technologically and fundamentally, important in fields as
diverse as heterogeneous catalysis [1–9], epitaxial material
fabrication [10–12], biomolecular analysis [13–17], and
astrochemistry [10]. Bond-selective reactions in a molecule-surface collision have been demonstrated by exciting
specific vibrational modes of a molecule right before its
surface impact [5,7,8]. This approach succeeds due to
the sudden energy accumulation in a specific molecular
degree of freedom triggering a reaction that promptly
occurs before the deposited energy spreads to other degrees
of freedom not involved in the reaction, i.e., before
thermalization [18,19].
Imparting energy into the molecular center-of-mass
motion (i.e., translation) toward the surface offers an
alternative means to induce surface reactions, which is
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attractive because translational energy of a molecular ion is
readily achieved by acceleration in an electric field.
However, simply accelerating molecules toward the surface
has been deemed unsuitable for obtaining bond-selective
reactions, because the collision excites soft modes of the
molecule [20,21], which are poorly coupled to stiff stretching modes that promote bond-breaking reactions [9,19]. As
a result, reactions would happen late after the thermalization occurs, which diverges reaction pathways toward
nonselective outcomes [10,22–26].
It remains unclear whether excited soft modes in the
absence of thermalization could give a selective reaction
because previous studies have only detected the reaction
products in the gas phase [10,22–26], whereby excess
energy from the collision cannot be removed from the
molecular product and subsequently causes further reactions. We avoid this issue by using the surface to remove
excess energy from the collision products. This is readily
achieved by carrying out the experiment at lower, nearthreshold energies, which necessitates the detection of the
adsorbed collision outcome on surface.
Here we show that the large excitation of soft modes in a
molecule-surface collision, i.e., extensive compression of a
molecule, occurring at timescales faster than thermalization,
leads to a selective, nonthermal reaction path. We have used
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to detect the surfacebound products from collisions between a large molecular
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ion and a metal surface, carried out at low hyperthermal
energies (2–50 eV). In our experiment, singly protonated
Reichardt’s dye (RD, C41 H30 NOþ ) was collided at normal
incident angle with a Cu(100) surface held at room temperature using electrospray ion beam deposition [14,27,28].
The collision outcome, examined by STM at 11 K (see
Supplemental Material Fig. S1 [28]), revealed reactive
pathways that selectively cleaved a single C─N bond in
RD. Energy-dependent experiments and ab initio molecular
dynamics (MD) calculations revealed orientation-dependent
dynamics that selectively bend specific C─N bonds in the
molecule, ignoring the minimum energy path.
Our Letter gives insight into the emergence of bondselective mechanochemical reactions in molecule-surface
collisions. Collision-induced mechanochemistry [50,51]
promises to be generally applicable to large molecules
such as peptides or even proteins [13–17], providing a new
tool to perform nonthermal on-surface synthesis of novel
molecular materials.
Experiment.—Figure 1 shows three outcomes obtained
from the collision between a RD ion and a Cu(100) surface:
one nonreactive and two reactive outcomes, as revealed by
STM imaging and simulation. These are the outcomes of
specific collision dynamics that are accessed by aiming the
ion beam at normal incidence angle to the surface, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). These three pathways were obtained by
analyzing the majority (∼80%) of species on the surface.
The remaining ∼20% of the adsorbate were excluded from
our analysis because they cannot be clearly classified (see
Supplemental Material [28]). These excluded features can
be due to atypical conformations of the identified species at
defects, step edges, or in clusters, or they may indicate
additional pathways beyond the three discussed here.
The nonreactive pathway, “intact,” was found to yield an
adsorbed intact RD with its two phenyl rings oriented
vertical from the surface, as shown in Fig. 1(b). We expect
the proton that was attached to the O atom in the RD ion to
undergo spontaneous dehydrogenation on surface at room
temperature given the low computed barrier of 0.08 eV.
The reactive pathways were found to be bond selective to
the C─N bonds, breaking either one out of the two types of
C─N bonds in RD [see Fig. 1(a)]: the C─N bond pointing
at an angle “across” the N-O axis of the molecule, termed
C─NðACÞ, or the C─N bond pointing “along” the N-O
axis, termed C─NðALÞ. In the “crack” pathway, a single
C─NðACÞ was broken to give a dissociated RD fragment
(α fragment), as shown in Fig. 1(b). In the “split” pathway,
the C─NðALÞ bond was broken to give two products, as
shown in Fig. 1(b): a diphenylphenoxy (β fragment) and a
triphenylpyridine (Δ fragment). The observation of crack
and split pathways thus establishes the existence of bondselective pathways due to molecule-surface collision at
hyperthermal translational energy.
To gain insight into the dynamics of these bondselective pathways, we measured their respective reaction

FIG. 1. Hyperthermal collision of RD on Cu(100) surface.
(a) Schematics of the experiment, showing a beam of singly
protonated RDðþ1Þ aimed along the surface normal to the Cu
surface at room temperature. Two types of C─N bond are labeled
as C─NðACÞ and C─NðALÞ based on their orientation against
the N-O axis in RD (gray dashed line). (b) STM image (EXPT)
and simulation (SIMUL) of the three collision outcomes imaged
at 11 K. The intact pathway gives adsorbed RD. The crack
pathway breaks a CN(AC) bond in the parent RD to give one α
fragment, while the split pathway breaks the CN(AL) bond to
give one β and one Δ fragment. Computed geometries (GEOM)
show broken CN(AC) bond (red dashed line) in the α fragment
and broken CN(AL) bond (blue dashed line) between β and Δ
fragments.

probabilities against the kinetic energy of the molecular
beam. We varied the collision energy by decelerating the
ions approaching the surface, which shifted the energy
distribution of the ion beam without changing its width (see
Supplemental Material Methods and Fig. S3 [28]). Since
the ion beam is aimed normal to the surface, the collision
energy is the kinetic energy, which corresponds to the
molecular translation along the surface normal. The probability of each pathway was obtained by counting the
number of species present on surface (see Supplemental
Material for details of the analysis, Fig. S2). The result of
this energy-dependent measurement was fitted to a model,
inspired by the sudden vector projection description
of molecular collisions at the gas-surface interface [19].
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FIG. 2. Evidence of reactive collision by incident translational
energy. Probabilities to observe intact (black), crack (red), and
split (blue) outcomes measured against the collision energy. The
data points (square) were fitted with a reaction probability model
[solid line, Eq. (1)] to give threshold energy (ET ) for each
pathway (see Methods for details). Dashed line shows probability
obtained from ab initio MD calculations. Error bars show
standard deviation.

We compute the reaction probability (PRXN;X ) for each
pathway (X) by projecting the molecular translation vector
to the reaction coordinate vector to estimate how much of
the translation energy (ECOL ) is utilized to propel the
system toward the transition state (see Supplemental
Material Fig. S4 and Methods for details). The model
yields the relation
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ET;X
PX ðECOL Þ ¼ PSAT;X cos−1
:
ECOL

ð1Þ

The fitting gave a translational energy threshold [ET in
Eq. (1)] of 6.0 eV for crack and 9.5 eV for split, as shown in
Fig. 2. The existence of this threshold, which marks the
minimal energy needed for the reaction, thereby evidences
the translational energy as the cause of the reaction, ruling
out surface-to-molecule charge transfer [10,24,25] as a sole
cause of the reaction.
Further dynamical insight is obtained by the observation
of the reaction probabilities approaching a limiting value
PSAT;X , estimated to be 0.43 for crack and 0.35 for split at
high energies using Eq. (1). Such a saturation of reaction
probability below unity has been observed in gas-surface
scattering experiment [25,52,53] and in surface-induced
dissociation of proteins [16]. From the diatomic-surface
scattering studies [52,53], the saturation was understood to
be due to a steric effect in which there was a limited range of
orientations in the approaching molecule (also known as
“cone of acceptance”; see Ref. [54]) that upon collision with
the surface would lead to a reactive outcome. Such a strong
dependence on initial orientation is characteristic of a direct
reaction in which a single-collision event causes a direct

energy transfer from the molecule translation into the
reaction coordinate [1,52,53,55]. Transferring insights from
the diatomic-surface scattering studies to the present Letter,
the saturation in reaction probability observed for crack and
split is therefore indicative of an orientation-dependent direct
reaction caused by a single-collision event, ruling out a
multicollision event [55,56] via a precursor state [57].
Theory.—We corroborate this experimental inference by
simulating the RD-Cu(100) collision by MD calculations,
which revealed that crack and split are orientation-dependent direct reactions caused by a single-collision event [see
Figs. 3(a) and 4, Supplemental Material [28], Videos 1 and
2]. The collision was modeled as a positively charged RD
ion approaching a negatively charged surface that was
understood to contain the image charge of the RD ion (see
Supplemental Material Fig. S5). By varying (i) the initial
translational energy along the surface normal and (ii) the
initial orientation of the incident molecule [see Fig. 3(a),
shown as the surface approaching the molecule], the
calculations reproduced the three outcomes observed in
the experiment: the nonreactive intact pathway and the
bond-selective crack and split pathways, with a threshold of
12 eV for crack and 14 eV for split. In our limited sampling
of 26 collision geometries [see Fig. 3(a)], the calculations
did not reveal additional reaction pathways beyond intact,
crack, and split. Most notably, the computed reaction
probabilities were found to reproduce the experimental
trend, as shown in Fig. 2 and Supplemental Material
Fig. S6, thereby validating the collision dynamics unveiled
by the MD.
The collision dynamics for all three pathways, in general,
showed the molecule to be compressed onto the surface due
to the mechanical impulse from the molecule-surface
impact. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the stopping force exerted
by the surface on the incident molecule was computed to be
operative in the nano-Newton regime at subpicosecond
timescale (see also Supplemental Material Fig. S7 [28]).
This impulse is understood to move the system to a region
on the potential energy surface along the compression
coordinate. For the reactive crack and split outcome, the
system was impulsively propelled to a transition state en
route to a product potential well.
The computed dynamics for crack and split show the
collision-induced compression precedes the bond-selective
dissociation (see Fig. 4 and Supplemental Material Videos
1 and 2 [28]). The compression bends a specific C─N bond
[i.e., C─NðACÞ in crack and C─NðALÞ in split] prior to its
dissociation (see bottom panels of Fig. 4). This C─N bond
bending was noted to modify the local geometry of the C
atom from a trigonal planar (sp2 C atom) to a trigonal
pyramidal (sp3 C atom), in effect converting a p orbital into
a sp3 -hybridized C-dangling bond. Upon contact with the
surface, this bent C─N bond breaks, and concurrently a
new C-Cu bond forms, indicating a reactive event whose
transition state is stabilized by the formation of a new bond
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FIG. 3. Computed dynamics of RD-Cu(100) collision with
varied initial geometries. (a) Schematics of 26 different initial RD
geometries simulated for 15 eV collision energy, illustrated here
as the surface approaching the molecule (arrows mark the surface
normal). Red and blue arrows indicate initial geometries that give
crack and split outcomes, respectively; gray arrows for intact.
(b) Time-dependent quantities of RD averaged between all
trajectories at 15 eV incident energy with different initial
geometries: molecule-surface distance (dmol-surf ), stopping force
exerted by the surface on RD (Fmol ), change in RD footprint
along the surface plane direction (ΔA, dotted line), and the
compression of RD along the surface normal (ΔZ, solid line).
Shaded area is standard deviation of all trajectories.

[58]. In both pathways, the trajectory shows the C─N bond
to dissociate in a single attempt, evidencing a direct energy
transfer from the translational energy to the reaction
coordinate.
The preferential breaking of the C─N bond for the bondselective crack and split pathways was understood to be due
to its pronounced reactivity, which we attribute to two
factors: (i) the destabilization due to C─N bending and
(ii) the C─N antibonding orbital being the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of RD (see Supplemental

FIG. 4. Reactive trajectories for crack and split in RD-Cu(100)
collision. Time-dependent snapshots of the (a) crack and (b) split
pathway. Trajectories shown are for the minimum translational
energy required to give reactive outcome: 12 eV for crack pathway
and 14 eV for split. (c) Time-dependent quantities of RD collision:
average angle formed between the C atom in C─N and two of its
neighboring atoms, which checks whether the C atom in the C─N
bond is sp2 - or sp3 -like; C─N distance gives the separation
between atoms in the reacting C─N bond (black line); separation
between the C atom of reacting C─N bond and nearest Cu atom
(green line). The yellow area marks the region where compression
from the collision bends the C─N bonds; the dashed line marks the
beginning of the C─N rupture.
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Material Fig. S8 [28]). The importance of these two factors
were suggested by the correlation between C─N dissociation and the charge flow from the surface to the LUMO of
the compressed RD (i.e., RD with bent C─N bonds) (see
Supplemental Material Fig. S9). Similar to the mechanism
proposed for C-H dissociation of benzene on Cu surface
[59], we expect the orbital mixing caused by the C─N bond
bending increases the propensity of the RD LUMO to
hybridize and forms a bond with the surface. The proposed
mechanism in which bond bending alters the electronic
structure of a reacting molecule is noted to be topical in
mechanochemistry [50,51].
Finally, to address the possibility of the hyperthermal
collision giving a chemical reaction via a precursor state of
RD, we examined the minimum energy pathway (MEP) of
an adsorbed RD. We consider this alternative pathway
because an incident RD that had failed to react upon its first
collision would have its energy increasingly equipartitioned among all its degrees of freedom while being trapped
on surface, allowing the system to search for the MEP to
react. The computed barrier along the MEP from an
adsorbed RD to give an α fragment was 1.23 eV and to
give β and Δ fragments was 0.28 eV (see Supplemental
Material Fig. S10 [28]). The MEP barrier thus predicts a
reactive outcome dominated by the β and Δ fragments. To
test this prediction, we annealed a surface containing
adsorbed RD at ∼350 K to initiate its thermal reaction
(see Supplemental Material Fig. S11). The reaction was
found to generate only β and Δ fragments as products, in
agreement with the MEP prediction. The hyperthermal
collision clearly deviates from the MEP prediction since
the α fragment was the major product, thereby ruling out
reactions via precursor state.
In conclusion, we have reported here the first observation
of a bond-selective reaction from a hyperthermal collision
of a polyatomic ion with a metal surface. The collision gave
a mechanical impulse that compresses the incident molecule, causing a specific chemical bond to be activated.
From a fundamental standpoint, we expect the collisioninduced molecular compression described here to be a
general phenomenon across surfaces with similar stiffness;
we expect such mechanism to play a central role in surfaceinduced dissociation experiments in tandem mass spectroscopy [13–17]. The experimental method described here
provides a new general tool to study and apply compressive
mechanochemistry for any molecules that can be electrosprayed [27]. Here the compression is operative on the
entire molecule, instead of locally [60], for subpicoseconds, instead of permanently [51], thereby opening a new
avenue to explore impulsive mechanochemistry. Our current instrumentation is limited by the finite spread of the
translational energy in the incident molecule, which introduces uncertainty in the measured threshold energies
and in the details of how reaction channels are opened.
Furthermore, the control of molecular orientation prior to

its surface collision either by using optical [61] or hexapole
field [62] should enable selection of reaction pathway. The
method described here thus offers a new scalable method to
nonthermally activate molecules to generate species that are
inaccessible from conventional thermochemistry [12,27].
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